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vocascape is another site that specializes in offering acapellas for the community. with over 2000
acapellas in total, vocascape can be a great resource for you to find all the acapellas you need. not
only that, vocascape offers the ability to purchase premium packs at a reasonable price. the main
difference between vocascape and mixd is that vocascape offers a selection of acapellas in higher
quality formats, including.wav,.wma,.mp3,.aiff, and.wav. many of the acapellas in vocascape are the
premium ones, so they are of higher quality. mixhex is one of the largest websites to offer royalty-
free music files. with over 16,000 samples for download, mixhex is one of the most extensive
websites on the planet for finding the music you need. from hip hop, rock, r&b, and pop, mixhex has
the music you need at an affordable price. with a free membership, you can download up to 4 mp3
files each month, but a premium membership allows you to download unlimited mp3 files every
month. mixhex includes a nice variety of acapellas, but they only offer a few for free. all other
acapellas are premium. vocalmp3.com is a website for finding the perfect vocals for your next
mashup. with over 300 singers, vocalmp3 can be a great resource to find all the acapellas you need
to spice up your next production. vocalmp3 offers a huge selection of acapellas in a variety of styles.
youll find that the most popular acapellas are the free ones, but they also offer a few premium
packs. although most of the acapellas on vocalmp3 are royalty-free, youll also find some that require
a license fee. the acapellas are all tagged properly so you can see the key, bpm, and genre.
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best for backing vocals, this site contains over 20,000 acapellas from artists like alicia keys, katy
perry, and lady gaga. while the acapellas arent of the highest quality, theyre the only place youll find

these vocals for free. and you can preview each of the samples before you download, so you know
what youre getting. beats production has been an ongoing project in the producer community for
many years now, and this site is one of the results. theres a bunch of different packs with different
prices, but we were able to snag a few free acapellas from the site. the quality isnt the best, but for

what you get, it works. a relatively new addition to the acapella market, acapella inc has been
offering free acapellas since 2013. despite being a relatively new site, acapella inc hosts over 10,000

acapellas. they also have a large amount of tutorials and video guides available for producers that
want to learn how to use their acapellas on their beats. if you are looking for something a bit more
complete than a vocal sample, acapella inc offers vocal packs as well, and theyre easily one of the
most well-rounded sites in the industry. another site that emerged just recently, beatnik offers you

access to over 8,000 royalty-free acapellas. its a rather self-explanatory site, where you can view all
of the acapellas alphabetically by genre. although im not sure if theyre really a site for producers,

beatnik does have a great tutorial section that you can use to learn how to use the acapellas in your
daw. a very convenient site. although theres no doubt that vocals4u is the site to go to if youre

looking for high quality acapellas, what really makes vocals4u stand out is the extensive tutorial and
video guides available on their website. their step-by-step video tutorials walk you through the best
ways to use their acapellas. so if youve ever wanted to know how to best use an acapella to spice up

your track, then check out their tutorials. although vocals4u is a bit pricier than some of the other
sites, this can be put down to the amount of vocal content available on their site. 5ec8ef588b
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